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For sale a retail store in Golden Square in installments Fifth Square is the best shopping

destination: a wide range of services, entertainment, fashion, food and beverages,

specialties, and furniture and electronics outlets. A hypermarket, a cinema complex with all

its facilities, banks, a dining hall, family entertainment, a multi-purpose arena, a mosque

that can accommodate 1,500 people.

An escalator to assist in vertical rotation Unit Description: Area: 106 sqm Delivery 2024

Very modern and distinctive design for Mall 22

Large parking spaces that can accommodate about 4,000 cars. Disabled parking area for

approximately 100 cars.

3 entrances and exits for cars, 10 pedestrian gates to ensure smooth traffic inside and

outside the mall, about 40 elevators and 2 movables.

Required: 5,500,000 Egyptian pounds Down payment: 1,750,000 EGP Remaining until

December 2024

The developers of Fifth Square Compound, Fifth Settlement, succeeded in providing the

exceptional features of the compound in a sophisticated manner, which made life in the

compound upscale and luxurious, as everything that meets the needs of the residents was

provided in terms of basic, entertainment, security, and other services, as it is adjacent to

the Tamr Henna area in New Cairo, and one of the most important... These are the

advantages and services provided by the compound's developers. The developers

provided a commercial area with the most important brands and activities that meet the

residents' daily needs
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